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Let RC(p) denote the random subgraph of the n-cycle C obtained by selecting or rejecting 
each of the lines of C with independent probability 1~ or q = 1 -p, respectively. By definition 
RC(p)hasthesamepointsetasC. 
The number of lines N in RC(p) is clearly seen to -be a random variable having a binomial 
probability distribution. The expected value, variance, distribution, and some asymptotic 
distributions of 3, the number of points in RC(p) having degree i 0’ = 0, 1,2) are determined. 
A component of RC(p) is called big if its order is greater than [n/2]. The probability that 
RC(p) will contain a big component is derived. From this it is shown how different choices of p 
(as a function of n) effect this probability as n goes to i&&y. 
This paper is a contribution to the study of the random combinatorial structures 
introduced by ErdGs and Renyi in 1959 (see [4, SD. There are many types of 
structures that can be de&red via random processes, especially in the physical 
sciences, e.g., see [1,7]. The most extensively explored mathematically motivated 
random structure is that of a random graph obtained by selecting or rejecting, 
with the same probability and independently of each other, each of the lines of a 
complete graph. For results concerning this and other types of random graphs we 
refer the reader to a recent review article by Karoiiski 161, 
Here we shall consider a particularly easy to visualize random graph. Let C 
denote the n-cycle with line set {{u,, u2), (v2, v3}, . . . , (v,,, v,]} aqd point set 
1% v2, l l l I v,,}. We denote by RC(p) any subgraph of C having the same point 
set as C and line set defined by selecting or rejecting each of the lines of C with 
independent probability p or q = 1 - p, respectively. Since RC(p) is the outcome 
of a random process it is studied with the appropriate probabilistic considerations. 
We call RC(p) a random subgraph of C. 
* This work was done while the first author was a visiting professor at St. John’s University, New 
York. 
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-w z Plazk& &Vu Quiti& j: !  ‘ 
By definition RC(p) has n pointy. If N denotes the number of lines in RC(p) it 
is clear that tI& random v&Gable has the binomiaI probability distribution, 
so that its qxcted vahe E(N) = np and its variance V(N) 4 pp+ , 
In Section 2 we cmider the degree distribution of Rc(p) and in Section 3 the 
behavior of the kg&t co’mpon&kdf .&Z(p) ‘is’StU&d, Although the structure of 
RC(p) may appear to be very simple, there are some questions pertaining to 
RC(p) whkh do not have obvious answers. One such question and a generahza- 
tion are noted in what follows. 
2. W d&ri@Non Qf IIRC(p) 
Let 24 denote the number of points in RC(p) %aving degree j (j = 0, 1,2). The 
probabihty that a @veri, point .ha _deme. j is obviously equal to @)p%~~-‘. 
Therefore, the expkctd ‘iiaIue of, ;“r; is given by 
W’ith respect to determining the variance of Xj, we fhst find Ez(Xj), the second 
fac%orial moment of X9 Recall that 
wq) = mqq - 1)) 
and that this i the e+ number of ordered pairs of ~pointa (x,, x2) in RC(p) 
such that q has deeze j. Thus, 
&(X0J:=2nz#3+n(n-3)q4. I 
pis is seen by notingdai the,wt term corresponds to the case where m given 
points has&g degree ,0,&e neighbors, whereas the secoti term correspond% to the 
case where two degree 0 points are at distance at jeast two lines apak.%niIarly, 
_C_(X1) =2npq2+2np*q + n(n - 3\41p2q2 
= 2npli + n(n - 3)4p2q2 
E,(Xa k 2np3 + n(n - 3)~~. 
Wng v(x) =y E(m-E2(X) and G(X) = E(X?) --E(X) yields 
V(X,) z= nq2p(l + 3q), V(X,) = 4npq(l- 3pq), V(X,3 = npZLq( l + 3p). 
In nrany mod& of random graphs it is very hard to find out the exact 
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probability distribution of the number of points of a given degree. However, some 
asymptotic results devoted to this topic are avaiiable (see, e.g., [2,8,9& It turns 
out that the problem of fmding the exact distribution of Xj (j = 0, 1,2) in RC(p) is 
not difhctit and wiII be solved now. For the sake of convenience let us put 
Then the following result is true. 
Theorem 2.1. 7k p&abiEty distibudon of 4 (j = 0, 1,2) for RC(p) is given by 
P(X, = a) = L(n$‘2’ (n/b)F(u, ~5, p), (13 
b-1 
n-2b 
PUG = 2b) = 
c (n/b)F(a, h PI if b # 0, 
a=_, (2) 
4"+Q" ifb=O, 
P(X, = c) = L’n$n’ (n/b)F(c, b, 1-- p). (3) 
b=l 
Proof- Any random subgraph of the n-cycle C has an even number of points of 
degree, 1. Let us compute P(X, = a, X1 =2b,X2=c),wherea+2b+c=n,b+cis 
the number of lines in the subgraph, and bf 0. To count such subgraphs, let C be 
rooted at the ‘center’ of one Iine. Then, the root plus the 2b points of degree 1 
partition the n-cycle into 2b+ 1 inten& containing the other Q +c points. 
Moreover, within each interval all points have the same degree (either 0 or 2). Since 
x points can be distributed into y intervals in (“+z-‘) ways, we find 
P(&=a.,X,=2b,Xz=c)=p q b+c a+b[(“;b)(“+~-l)+(u+~-l)(c;b)] 
= Pb+cqa+b ,,b,~+g-l)(c+~-l). 
Consequentiy, 
Thus, (1) is proved. Similarly, one can deduce (2) and (3). Of course, if b = 0 then 
either a = n or c = n and 
P(x,=o)?q”+p”. 0 
The obtained formulas (l)-(3) seem to be rather complicated for further 
Rroof, Let us consider the kth factorial moment of the random variable &, 
, ~(~)=E~~~-l)~~~~~-k+l)). 
This 5~ the &p&%d nuiiiber of orde&d k-tup& of points (x,, x2,. . . , G) such 
that each q’ hi dew: O.“F&t ‘eve will sl106v that if 
t . 
&(X;) =: (r&!2)k +o(n-~2W(n)2k). (5) I I 
Denote by EL the zxpected MIX&X of ordered k-tuples of isolated points 
(%X2,..., 5~) such ‘hat no jwo of them are neighbors in the underlying n-cycle. 
Thea, by (4j, r s 
E’,sn(n-3)(n-5)~ 1 l (n-2k+%)q2’+#“k+O(n-1w(n)2k). 
ontheotherhan~ 
5 E;z*v(n-3)(n-i+ l l (n-3(k-B))q2b(nqi)k+O(n-1a2k). 
Therefore, 
E/k = (nq2)’ + O(n-'w(n)a). 46) 
Let us now con&%x Eg, the expected number of ordered k-tupl&‘of isolated 
points (Xl, ;rc,, l l l 9 xk) such that at least orne pair of these points are neighbors in 
C’. I;C’is easy 10 &ck ‘that under&e asstiption (3) the value of E”, is maximal 
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when among the points x1, x2,. . . , xk there is exactly one pair of them which are 
neighbors in C Therefore, 
E”, = 0(nq3L(?rq2)k-2) 
so that 
E[ = 0(n-1a(w(n))2k-*). (7) 
Therefore, by (6), (7) and the fact that 
we get (5). This on the other hand implies that if p = 1 -a/& then 
Ek(X,) = u2k +0(l) 
for every fixed k. From this it follows that the distribution of X0 goes to the 
Poisson distribution with mean a2 (see [3, p. 99J). 
Now, if p = 1 - w(n)/& then 
E,(X,)l = W(F2)2k +O(n-1nW(,)2k) 
and consequently we get (X0- w(n)“)/w(n) - N(0, 1) (for details see, e.g., [5, p. 
33J). Cl 
Remark 2.3. By symmetry, changing p to q in Theorem 2.2 one can obtain 
suitable distributions for the random variable X2. 
In order to obtain similar results about the random variable XI, let us notice 
that if p S w(n)/n then RC(p) contains only isolated points and independent lines, 
i.e., no two lines have a point in common. As a matter of fact, 
Therefore, in this case, XI = 2N, where N is the number of lines in RC(p). Thus, 
using the p&son and normal approximations to the binomial distribution, we 
have the following results. If p = u/n, then X1/2-P(u), whereas if p = w(n)/n, then 
(XI - 2w(n))/m - N(O, 1). of course, by symmetry, one= can obtain analogous 
distribution of XI when p = 1 -e&z and p = 1- w(n)/n. 
We now consider A&, the order of a largest component in RC(p). An interesting 
division of the range of this random variable is obtained if one notes that if 
AD L$n], then there is exactly one largest order component in RC(p). We shall 
call a component of RC(p) big, if its order is > @n J . The determination of the 
probability that RC(p) has a big component, i.e., P(M> tin]), is straightforward. 
1proot, If &a J < k 5 n - I ax& M = k, then RC(p) contains a largest component of 
order k; this component is bounded by two deleted lilanes, and the remaining n - k 
points are the points of an unrest&ted subgraph of C. The probability lof this 
happening is the product of np“-’ and q2 8 1, the. former ,IIII@BZ being the 
number of locations in C at which the component of order k can appear times the 
k - 1, factors of p corresponding to the k’; I iit& ‘in this component, and thk 
latter number beiig the two factors of q correspondiug to the_ ~V+I Ideleted 
boundary IL-ES of the big component times-the probability 1 ~rresponding to the 
~Nestficted sticture of the subgrapti on the’ remaining n-k poims. Thus, 
P(M=k)=npk-lq2 for &zJc~wv-I. 
If M = n, then RC(p) is either C with one Kie deleted or C itself. This yields 
P(M = n) = nqpn-1 + pn. 
Therefore, 
P(M> &ad)= f P(M= k)= nq~l~‘+p”. 0 
k=W2Jtl 
As immediate consequences of the above theorem we can obtain the following 
two facts. 
tZ@dky 3.3, If p = 1. - w(nj/n, where lim,, w(n) = Q and 0 C a Cm, then 
lb P(M:p &J)= czeed2+e-“. 
n--me 
Table 1, shows _the ,eff&t on .lirn, _- P(M> &j) due ’ to different values of 
w, w(n) = a with rbspqct to ,the graph RC(l_- w[n)ln), 
Turning our attention to the val& of Ir(M= k) with 1 %k~ &zj, we are able 
to WslL.~ the GWS k = 1 and k = &tj (see The&rem 3.4). However, the 
determination of the cases 1 c k < fin J is XIX combiipatorially obvious. Thus, we 
wiu. present this as a problem (see Problem 3.5). 
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Table 1 
a aeed2 +e-Q 
-0 41 
0.5 0.9959 
1 0.9744 
2 0.8701 
3 0.7192 
4 0.5597 
4.3987 0.5000 
5 0.4172 
6 0.3012 
7 0.2123 
8 0.1469 
9 0.1001 
10 0.0674 
300 40 
Proof. If M = 1, then RC(p) must be C with all n lines deleted. Thus, P(M = 1) = 
4”. If n is even and M =$I, let A denote the event RC(p) contains exactly one 
component of order $a and B the event RC(p) contains exactly two components 
of order $2. Then 
P(A) = nq2p’“-2’/:~(1 _ p’“-2’,‘2) 
and 
p(B) = $nq2p<n-2)/2p(n-2)12 = $w2p(n-2). 
Since A IT B = 8 and A U B consists of all the ways for which M= $n we have 
P(M = in) = P(A) + P(B) = ;rn42p’n-2’/2(2- P”-~“~). 
Similarly, if n is odd and M= k&j, we let A denote the event RC(p) contains 
exactly one component of order &I] and B the event RC(p) contains exactly two 
components of order &zj. Then 
p(A)= w2p~“nl-‘(l_pL”/2’ _~wLn/2J-1) 
and 
P(B) = nq3pbd2-I-f bd2J-1 E 
P 
w3p2W’21 -1). 
Thus, for n odd 
Since P(M = k) for k = 1 and k zz LfnJ is determined by Theorems 3.1 and 3.4, 
the resolution of Problem 3.5 will yield the probability distribution of M. 
Problem 3.5. Determine P(M = k) for 1 c k c l&j. * 
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